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"OLD EVIDENCE"

The following information is NOT being put to print with the intention of it becoming a literary masterpiece.

It's purpose is to distinguish the difference between Fact and Opinion. Over the past 30 yrs. I've noticed that nearly everyone expresses their opinion on "The Crime of The Century". The Assassination of President John F. Kennedy. (Pro and Con)

What bothers me most is that so many people have no BASIS for their opinions. It seems that they just repeat what they have heard from someone like a Dan Rather (CBS) or, might have read in a newspaper, such as the N.Y. Times. In their limited efforts to become a voice, they have attained nothing more than the status of an echo.

I've noticed that on talk radio or TV Shows that these people express their opinions on a multitude of subjects including the guilt or innocence of suspects accused of crimes. Even though these suspects have yet to have a trial in the Greatest System devised by Mankind. (The Adversary Procedure) This is a system that allows a suspect to be represented by Legal Counsel. Is allowed to face his accuser, and Rebut the accusers testimony.

It also allows the accused to bring in his own witnesses to possibly disprove the accusations. All of this is done under oath in an open Courtroom, in the presence of a jury of his peers.

After hearing all the witnesses from both sides (The Prosecution and the Defense), The jury of his peers then judges the Guilt or Innocence of the accused. (It's still not a PERFECT system)

Unfortunately, most people form their opinions based on Political Affiliation, Spiritual Affiliation, Age, Gender, Race or, even Social Position.

A lot has been lost in this Country since 1963. If you stop and think about it. The Biggest Asset that made this "The Greatest Country in the History of Mankind" is the fact that America was known as "The Melting Pot of the World."

A Melting Pot is a process of taking everything available and putting all of it into one pot and melting it all down into ONE ENTITY. Like throwing into the pot some of each, Iron, Brass, Tin, Gold, Lead, etc. (What comes out is a Monument to Strength.)

What we have BECOME over the years is a TOSSED SALAD. Because of whom we have chosen to listen to, as a Nation we have each become a SEPERATE ENTITY. (i.e.) Lettice Group, Onion Group, Tomato Group, and so on. Let's look at each group individually, Are they a Minority? or a Majority? (Are they 51% of the total
Population of the United States?

German (Minority)
French
Italian
Irish
Spanish
African
Swedish
Greek
Israeli
Polish
Turkish
Oriental
Young Old
Fat Thin
Man Woman

ECT.ECT.ECT. WE ARE "ALL" MINORITIES!
!!IN TRUTH THE MINORITY IS THE MAJORITY!!

JUST AN OPINION! BUT, I'm very pleased knowing that every day that GOD lets me wake up that, I have for my pleasure the option of: German Beer, French Bread, Italian Salami, Irish Grandchildren, Spanish Passion, African Music, Swedish Meatballs, Greek Olives Jewish Corned Beef, Polish Ham Turkish Tobacco and collectively, The Beauty of a Young Thin Oriental Woman. ECT.ECT.ECT.

NOW! With my only goal being GETTING YOU TO THINK, I'll fill the following pages with what I hope to be thought provoking questions, quotes, statements and challanges. MIRACLES ARE LEFT TO YOU.

For those of you old enough to remember December 7, 1941; The Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor was devasting. So devasting that it too required an investigation by a Presidential Commission headed by a Supreme Court Justice. Known as "The Robert's Report."

Also due to dissatisfaction with their conclusions, it was followed by six (6) other Commissions comprised of Honorable men.
1. The Roberts Commission
2. The Hart Inquiry
3. The Army Pearl Harbor Board
4. The Navy Court of Inquiry
5. The Clarke Inquiry
6. The Clausen Investigation
7. The Hewitt Inquiry

HERE IT IS 45 YEARS LATER AND WE STILL DON'T HAVE THE ANSWERS.

WE STILL HAVEN'T LEARNED HOW TO AVERT WAR. (No matter how much we spend on Intelligence.)
JUST WHAT ARE THE QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED TO WRITE A BOOK?

I happen to be from a generation that automatically respected a person that possessed the command of the English language, the dedication, the commitment to truth and the above average knowledge in the specific field that the book was dedicated to.

The majority of my generation also accepted at face value the credibility of writings of the Men and Women who took pen in hand for the purpose of sharing their knowledge with those among us who agreed that their particular subject does indeed carry the value of importance to a very high degree.

Over the past several decades I have learned that NOT all scholars were dedicated to Truth, Accuracy and Decency in their writings, rather that their sole purpose was to MISINFORM.

I don't write this as an EXPERT but, as a student of the subject. Further, I no longer have any belief in EXPERTS due to the changes this Country has undergone since November 22, 1963.

Although our individual levels of education are due to our personal choices which in turn make us UNequal, one of GOD'S greatest gifts to ALL of us was the gift of COMMON SENSE. Which in retrospect isn't so COMMON after all.

Due to the erosion of the credibility of the pillars of our society from local representatives, all the way to the Oval office itself I consider an EXPERT in two catagories:

EX= a hasbeen
SPURT= a drip under pressure (phonetic)

What I consider my qualifications on this subject are the following:
I possess and have read The Warren Report.
I possess and have read the 26 Volumes.
I possess and have studied The Zapruder Film.
I possess and have studied The Z Film in SLIDE form.
I possess and have studied in excess of 350 books. (pro & con)
I possess and have studied numerous newsletters.
I possess and have studied numerous media magazines.
I possess and have studied numerous media newspapers.
I possess and have studied over 300 hrs. of video tapes.
I possess and have studied unpublished manuscripts.
I have Conversed with authors on the subject (pro & con)
I have studied countless hours of radio & TV shows on the subject.

WHAT I OFFER HERE IS A PARTIAL ASSEMBLY OF "OLD EVIDENCE" WHICH THE WARREN COMMISSION PUBLISHED OR, HAD IN THEIR POSSESSION AND CHOSE NOT TO PUBLISH. MY BASIC GOAL IS TO CONVINCE YOU TO GET OFF YOUR BUTT AND RESEARCH IN DEPTH "ALL" THE FACTS SURROUNDING THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY.

I ASK YOU NOT TO LOOK AT THE SUBJECT THROUGH A POLITICAL WINDOW, A RELIGIOUS WINDOW, A RACE WINDOW, A GENDER WINDOW OR, EVEN A SOCIAL POSITION WINDOW.
JUST WHAT ARE THE QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED TO WRITE A BOOK?

I happen to be from a generation that automatically respected a person that possessed the command of the English language, the dedication, the commitment to truth and the above average knowledge in the specific field that the book was dedicated to.

The majority of my generation also accepted at face value the credibility of writings of the Men and Women who took pen in hand for the purpose of sharing their knowledge with those among us who agreed that their particular subject does indeed carry the value of importance to a very high degree.

Over the past several decades I have learned that NOT all scholars were dedicated to Truth, Accuracy and Decency in their writings, rather that their sole purpose was to MISINFORM.

I don't write this as an EXPERT but, as a student of the subject. Further, I no longer have any belief in EXPERTS due to the changes this Country has undergone since November 22, 1963.

Although our individual levels of education are due to our personal choices which in turn make us UNEQUAL, one of GOD'S greatest gifts to ALL of us was the gift of COMMON SENSE. Which in retrospect isn't so COMMON after all.

Due to the erosion of the credibility of the pillars of our society from local representatives, all the way to the Oval office itself I consider an EXPERT in two categories:

EX= a hasbeen
SPURT= a drip under pressure (phonetic)

What I consider my qualifications on this subject are the following:
I possess and have read The Warren Report.
I possess and have read the 26 Volumes.
I possess and have studied The Zapruder Film.
I possess and have studied The Z Film in SLIDE form.
I possess and have studied in excess of 350 books. (pro & con)
I possess and have studied numerous newsletters.
I possess and have studied numerous media magazines.
I possess and have studied numerous media newspapers.
I possess and have studied over 300 hrs. of video tapes.
I possess and have studied unpublished manuscripts.
I have Conversed with authors on the subject (pro & con)
I have studied countless hours of radio & TV shows on the subject.

WHAT I OFFER HERE IS A PARTIAL ASSEMBLY OF "OLD EVIDENCE" WHICH THE WARREN COMMISSION PUBLISHED OR, HAD IN THEIR POSSESSION AND CHOSE NOT TO PUBLISH. MY BASIC GOAL IS TO CONVINCE YOU TO GET OFF YOUR BUTT AND RESEARCH IN DEPTH "ALL" THE FACTS SURROUNDING THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY.

I ASK YOU NOT TO LOOK AT THE SUBJECT THROUGH A POLITICAL WINDOW, A RELIGIOUS WINDOW, A RACE WINDOW, A GENDER WINDOW OR, EVEN A SOCIAL POSITION WINDOW.
I ASK YOU TO VIEW THE SUBJECT WITH THE UNDERSTANDING THAT WHAT WAS DONE TO THE 35th PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, COULD ALSO BE DONE TO "ANY" PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. OR, MORE IMPORTANTLY IT COULD BE DONE TO YOU, YOUR NEIGHBOR, YOUR SPOUSE OR, EVEN, GOD FORBID, TO YOUR CHILDREN.

I DON'T CLAIM TO KNOW THE NAMES OF THE "SPECIFIC" TRIGGERMEN, NOR THE "SPECIFIC" PAYMASTERS. I DO CLAIM HOWEVER THAT THE ORIGINAL EVIDENCE AND TESTIMONY AT THE DISPOSAL OF THE WARREN COMMISSION AND THE INVESTIGATORY POWERS OF THIS COUNTRY WERE ALL THAT WAS NEEDED TO PROVE CONSPIRACY IN THE PUBLIC BUTCHERING OF JOHN F. KENNEDY.

BECAUSE MOST PEOPLE WHO REJECT THE CONCLUSIONS OF THE WARREN COMMISSION DON'T KNOW WHAT THEY'RE TALKING ABOUT (for lack of research) THEY'RE AT A TOTAL LOSS FOR WORDS WHEN CHALLENGED BY WARREN COMMISSION SUPPORTERS TO COME FOREWARD WITH "NEW" EVIDENCE.

HAD THEY BEEN WILLING TO RESEARCH THE SUBJECT THEY THOUGHT IMPORTANT ENOUGH TO EXPRESS THEIR OPINION ON, THEY TOO WOULD HAVE DISCOVERED THAT THEY DON'T NEED "NEW" EVIDENCE TO PROVE CONSPIRACY. THEY WOULD HAVE DISCOVERED THAT THE "OLD" EVIDENCE WAS MORE THAN ENOUGH TO PROVE CONSPIRACY BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT TO A MORAL CERTAINTY.

SADLY, IT IS MY PERSONAL BELIEF THAT THIS ACT WAS THE BEGINNING OF THE RAPID MORAL DECLINE THAT HAS GOTTEN OUR GREAT COUNTRY TO THE POINT THAT WE ARE AT TODAY. THAT'S NOT TO SAY THAT DECENT PEOPLE NEVER BREACHED THE LINE OF DECENCY ON OCCASION. WHAT I'M SAYING IS THAT UNFORTUNATLY THE LARGE NUMBERS OF TODAY'S SOCIETY THAT ESPouse THE BELIEF THAT ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING IS ACCEPTABLE.

BEFORE YOU ACTUALLY DO IT, I SUGGEST THAT YOU FIND THE PROPER WAY TO QUESTION SOME OF THE POPULACE ON THEIR BELIEFS. (example)

Save the whales. (I agree that these are noble endeavors)
Save the rain forest. but for GOD'S sake let's get our priorities in proper prospectives.)
Save the spotted owl. (kill the baby)

ABORTION IS ACCEPTABLE. (kill the baby)

There appears to be a bottleneck on determining what's right and wrong in this country today. Well I just happened to have been an expert on matters concerning bottles. And, drawing on that PHD allows me to state that "ALL BOTTLENECKS ARE AT THE TOP."

ASSASSINATION OF
PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY
NOVEMBER 22, 1963

DEALY PLAZA,
DALLAS, TEXAS
12:30 P.M. (CST)

OFFICIAL VERSION
WARREN REPORT (888 pgs.)
TWENTY SIX VOLUMES (Testimony & Exhibits)

THE REAL PROBLEM LIES IN THE FACT THAT THE WARREN COMMISSION'S "CONCLUSIONS" WERE SUPPOSEDLY BASED ON THE 26 VOLUMES OF TESTIMONY AND EXHIBITS. THE 26 VOLUMES WERE PUBLISHED NOVEMBER 23rd, 1964. ONCE ANY HUMAN BEING OF REASONABLE INTELLIGENCE HAS READ THE 26 VOLUMES HE (SHE) HAS NO ALTERNATIVE BUT TO BELIEVE THAT THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY WAS THE RESULT OF A CONSPIRACY. THAT LEE HARVEY OSWALD WAS FRAMED. AND, THAT THE WARREN COMMISSION "KNOWINGLY AND WILLFULLY ISSUED A FRAUDULENT REPORT."

FURTHER, WHEN YOU REALLY DELVE INTO THE SUBJECT AND DISCOVER THE ADDITIONAL TESTIMONY AND EVIDENCE THEY WERE AWARE OF BUT CHOSE NOT TO PRINT YOU WILL START TO QUESTION YOUR OWN SANITY. (OR PERHAPS BEGIN TO UNDERSTAND THE GIGANTIC LOSS OF RESPECT THE MASSES ONCE HELD FOR WHAT WERE ONCE CONSIDERED SACRED INSTITUTIONS. OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENCY, SUPREME COURT, FBI, CIA, SECRET SERVICE, STATE AND LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT, THE MEDIA, INCLUDING ALL MAJOR NEWSPAPERS, TIME-LIFE INC. THE ELECTRONIC MEDIA INCLUDING ABC/NBC/CBS.)

FROM THIS POINT ON YOU WILL SEE, READ AND HEAR THE EVIDENCE AND TESTIMONY IN THE POSSESSION OF THE WARREN COMMISSION INDICATING "CONSPIRACY" WHICH THEY CHOSE TO IGNORE. YOU'LL FIND THAT THE COMMISSION WAS VERY BIASED (SELECTIVE) IN CHOOSING EVIDENCE AND TESTIMONY THAT ONLY SUPPORTED THEIR "PRECONCEIVED" CONCLUSIONS THAT LEE HARVEY WAS "THE LONE ASSASSIN OF JFK AND THE LONE MURDERER OF DALLAS POLICE OFFICER JEFFERSON DAVIS TIPPIT."

ADMITTEDLY, I WILL ALSO BE SELECTIVE. FOR I FOUND THE EVIDENCE AND TESTIMONY (DESPITE THE DISTORTIONS AND LIES) MUCH MORE ABUNDANT THAT WOULD PROVE BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT THAT THE EVENTS IN DALLAS ON NOVEMBER 22, 1963, AND FOLLOWING DAYS WERE POSITIVELY A CONSPIRACY.

Examples WR pg. 19 = WARREN REPORT PAGE 19.
of XX pg. 32 = VOLUME XX PAGE 32.
Sources CE #399 = COMMISSION EXHIBIT #399.
CD #1052 = COMMISSION DOCUMENT #1052 (NOT PUBLISHED IN WR NOR 26 VOLUMES.)
LEE HARVEY OSWALD, ALONE, FIRED 3 SHOTS ONLY, IN 5.6 SECONDS FROM 6TH FLOOR OF TEXAS SCHOOL BOOK DEPOSITORY BLDG. (Corner of Houston & Elm Sts.) WR page 19.

The time span for the shooting sequence is determined by counting the frames on the Zapruder film. The earliest frame at which a shot could be fired was frame 210. (WR pg. 98) The last shot impacted JFK's head at frame 313. (WR pg. 115) That computes to a total of 103 frames. Knowing that the film ran through Zapruder's camera at 18.3 fps. This calculates to 5.6 seconds for Oswald to have fired three (3) shots with unprecedented accuracy.

FROM ABOVE & BEHIND THE MOTORCADE. Using a 6.5 Manlicher Carcano Bolt Action Rifle. World War II Surplus, w/ Telescopic site. (MORE THAN 3 SHOTS MEANS MINIMUM 2 GUNMEN: EQUALS CONSPIRACY.)

SPEED OF PRESIDENTIAL LIMOSINE: 11.2 mph (WR PG. 49)

SHOT 1 MISSED (Wounding James Teague on Main St. at the triple overpass.) WR page 116. (Oddly enough shot one that missed is the ONLY shot that allowed time for the Assassin to AIM!)

SHOT 2 WOUNDED PRES. JFK (non-fatal) & GOV. CONNALLY (non-fatal)

SHOT 3 KILLED JFK. (FATAL HEAD SHOT)

WARREN REPORT: Minimum firing time between shots is 2.3 Secs. WR Pg.115 (by Master Rifleman. Oswald, a Poor Shot)

U.S. MARINES QUALIFICATIONS FOR RIFLEMEN:

COURSE "A" EXPERT-220; SHARPSHOOTER 210; MARKSMAN 190. 200 yds.
COURSE "B" EXPERT-225; SHARPSHOOTER 215; MARKSMAN 190. 200 yds.

IN DECEMBER OF 1956 OSWALD SCORED 212. (WR PAGE 191)

ON MAY 6, 1959 AT EL TORO CA. OSWALD SCORED 191.

It would appear that the more time Oswald spent with firearms, the lower his proficiency became.

Volume III pge. 441 starts the testimony of Ronald Simmons, whose title is: Chief of the Infantry Weapons Evaluation Branch of the Ballistics Research Laboratory of the Department of the Army. In a nutshell he used three NRA MASTERS Staley, Miller and Hendrix (capable of Olympic competition) in an attempt to duplicate the accuracy and timing attributed to Oswald. Their reenactments were under better conditions than Oswald contended with.
1. All the time they wanted to aim first shot.
2. No oak tree obscuring their vision.
3. Thirty feet up instead of the sixth floor.
4. Targets two feet square.
5. Stationary targets as opposed to a moving target.
6. Had advantage of shimmed scope for accuracy.
7. Targets. No pressure of killing a President of the U.S.

NEEDLESS TO SAY, THREE NRA "MASTERS" COULD NOT DUPLICATE THE SHOOTING SKILLS OF ONE LONE NUT NAMED LEE HARVEY OSWALD.

I strongly suggest that you compare this drawn out testimony with a GREAT synopsis in tabular form on page 108 of ACCESSORIES AFTER THE FACT by Sylvia Meagher (GOD rest her soul).

If you are really serious about the subject you may want to look in Volume XXV page 799 which contains an FBI report stating that the scope was mounted for a LEFT-HANDBER. Oswald was right handed.

Volume VIII page 236 & 239 Sgt. Nelson Delgado Tells us that on regular occasions other Marines will ALTER your scores to help you qualify on the rifle range. Delgado also testified that Oswald got Maggie's Drawers so often that he was a laughing stock.

ZAPRUDER FILM: Film ran through the camera at 18.3 fps. (WR Pg.97)
(This calculates to an absolute minimum of 42 frames of the Zapruder film between ANY two shots from the sniper's rifle.
Not even allowing any time for AIMING.)

One FBI report that the Commission chose NOT to print states that the film ran through Zapruder's camera at 24 fps. (You can find this FBI report dated Dec. 4, 1963 and, signed by FBI agent Robert Barrett on page 294 of Whitewash II. by Harold Weisberg)
(Now, we may be talking about a time span for the 3 shots being fired within less than 4.3 seconds.) Remembering that it takes an absolute minimum of 2.3 seconds for EACH of shots two AND three just to work the bolt of the rifle. Now you add 2.3 for shot 2 and another 2.3 seconds for shot 3 for a total of 4.6. (What possible reason could the Commission have for NOT printing this FBI report other than A COVER_UP?)

TIMING OF THE SHOTS: Because a large oak tree obscured vision from the 6th floor window, the earliest a shot could be fired was from the beginning of the film to frame 166. When JFK is obscured by the tree until he reappears at frame 186 for a "fleeting instant." (WR page 98)

The next opportunity for a shot from that vantage point was at frame 210. (Frame 205 is the point where Zapruder's camera loses sight of JFK as he disappears behind a roadsign until he emerges at frame 225.) At frame 225 JFK is obviously reacting to being hit
in the throat. Connaly is not yet reacting. The last shot impacts JFK's head at frame 313 which is a total of 103 frames during the whole shooting sequence.

"... AT SOME POINT BETWEEN FRAMES 235 AND 240, THEREFORE IS THE LAST OCCASION WHEN GOVERNOR CONNALLY COULD HAVE RECEIVED HIS INJURIES..." (WR page 106)

If the first shot was fired at frame 186, wounding JFK and you add 42 frames for a second shot to inflict all of Gov. Connally's wounds, we would be at minimum frame 228 OR a maximum of 238 (For 238 is the point of impact on Gov. Connally) on the Zapruder home movie camera film.

That leaves EXACTLY 4.6 OR 4.1 seconds for the 3rd and FINAL shot which struck JFK at frame 313. If you minus the 2.3 seconds required to work the bolt on the rifle, you're left with a maximum of 2.3 OR 1.8 seconds for the sniper to relocate his moving target in a scope that the FBI found was so wobbly that it required the insertion of 3 shims to make it operable. (Volume III pg. 412)

FURTHER: An FBI fingerprint expert testified that "THE POOR QUALITY of the metal and wooden parts would cause them to absorb moisture from the skin, thereby making a clear print unlikely. There is no evidence that Oswald wore gloves or that he wiped prints off the rifle. latent fingerprints were found on the rifle but they were too incomplete to be identified." (WR 647)

So, I don't believe that we're talking about a weapon of HIGH PRECISION here are we?

This scenario creates two MAJOR problems:
#1 It would dictate that after receiving 5 wounds and smashing his 5th rib, (Now sending multiple secondary missiles through the Gov's body in the form of bone fragments.) Then proceeding on to smash one of the strongest bones in the human body (the radius of his right wrist) Finally coming to rest in his left thigh down to the bone, Gov. Connally had a DELAYED reaction. His very visable AND VERY quick reaction (1/18th of one second) is at frame 238 of the Zapruder film. (HIS SHOULDER DROPS 20 deg.)

#2 Now we need a fourth bullet to account for the one that missed and caused the wounding of James Tague standing on Main St. down at the triple overpass.

If the first shot missed and the second shot wounded both victims, as the Warren Commission claims, we now need another two pronged scenario:
#1 With a bullet travelling at 1800 ft. per second and the film going through Zapruder's camera at 18.3 frames per second with
Gov. Connally sitting 3 to 4 feet in front of JFK; Both men would be showing a reaction to being hit on the same Zapruder frame. For simple math dictates that the bullet travels 100 feet for EVERY frame of the Zapruder film.

#2 ALL of this necessitates the EXACT trajectory of the bullet’s entry and exit points on JFK corresponding EXACTLY with the point of entrance on Gov. Connally. We also must consider what results a bullet inflicting seven wounds through Human Flesh and SMASHING the Gov's fifth rib and right radius (wrist bone) would impact on the bullet itself that caused these seven wounds?

Frame #230 of the Zapruder Film shows VERY clearly that Gov. Connally is holding his ten gallon hat in his right hand in front of him. This exposes the back side of hand/wrist/arm to the Grassy Knoll located to his RIGHT/FRONT and the palm side of his hand/wrist/arm facing his chest. (Ya got it?)

NOW! Go to the Warren Report, pg. 93-94 and read that the bullet that inflicted the wrist wound travelled "FROM BACK TO FRONT." (You're Welcome)

You'll also find on pgs. 94-95 that Connally's wrist wound "WAS NOT INFLECTED BY A PRISTINE BULLET." (That eliminates CE #399)

SAME pg. They claim that when CE #399 exited JFK's throat it started to yaw (tumble). In order to justify a LARGER entrance hole in Connally's back than the SMALLER exit hole in his chest.

THEY JUST GAVE BIRTH TO ANOTHER DOUBLE EDGED SWORD.

#1 If #399 were "YAWING" after exiting JFK's throat and tumbled thru Gov. Connally, shattering two bones #399 would be expected to sustain even MORE distortion than previously thought.

#2 The PURIST explanation would be to look at Gov. Connally's position on the Zapruder Film at frame 237-238 (point of impact) and revert back to the ORIGINAL reports that he was shot in the chest. Very simply explaining "A SMALL ENTRANCE HOLE AND A LARGER EXIT HOLE." (He also was shot from the front)

IF YOU ARE A SKEPTIC LIKE I WAS, I'LL REFER YOU TO VOLUME XX PAGES 32-33-34-35-36. TO CONFIRM THE POINTS OF ENTRY/EXIT. (Please be sure to notice that the points of entry/exit had to be corrected by Dr. Shires. As the medical charts were phonied by the Secret Service. Also please take notice of the trajectory angle.) Isn't it interesting that the Gov's thigh wound was caused by a FRAGMENT. Or, a FRAGMENT remains in the wound?
That would be a whole lot easier than accepting the Warren Commission's theories, because we would be forced to re-write Newton's Laws of Motion and the Laws of Physics.

EXAMPLE:

STORY 1 The head goes FOREWARD with considerable violence.
STORY 2 The head is SEEN on Zapruder Film going BACKWARD with considerable violence. (Apparent credibility gap.)

NOW they bring in a "DOCTOR" Lattimore (for credibility) to demonstrate a "melon" being shot and reacting with BACKWARD motion. (NO! I don't know how he did it.) But I do know that Dr. Lattimore is a UROLOGIST. (AIN'T THAT A PISSER)
Urologist-Pisser (Get It?)

Did I mention that decades ago I decided to retain my sense of humor? ("If you're not gonna LAUGH tommorrow, don't get out of bed because you're gonna have a BAD day.")

MUZZLE VELOCITY: 1,904 fps. Exit JFK Velocity: 1,772 to 1798 fps.
(WR, page. 91)
(That's a bullet travelling approximately 100' for every frame of Abraham Zapruder's 8 mm. Movie Film.)
Gov. Connaly seated between three to four feet in front of JFK.

There were many people photographing the Motorcade that day. Some were taking still photos, Phil Willis, Mary Moorman, James Altgens and some were taking Movies. Abraham Zapruder's film was the most Public years later but, there were others. such as Hughes, Bronson and Nix.

Then there were even others who had their film and/or cameras confiscated by people purported to be Law Enforcement Officers. (see signed statement by Hugh Betzner in CE #2003 XXIV pg.200)

ALL ATTENTION WAS FOCUSED ON "THE GRASSY KNOLL" WHERE MOST WITNESSES BELIEVED THE SHOTS CAME FROM. (Incl. Police)
FROM THE CORNER OF MAIN & HOUSTON, TO THE CORNER OF HOUSTON AND ELM (Location of TSBD) AND 200' DOWN ELM. PEOPLE RUSHED TO THE GRASSY KNOLL, AND THE PICKET FENCE. PEOPLE ON THE TRIPLE OVERPASS ALSO RAN TO THE GRASSY KNOLL. (north side of Elm Street. XXIV 212)

WR: SPECULATIONS & RUMORS. (Pg. 664 665)
Sherrif decker comes on the air 40 seconds after 12:30 p.m. and stated: "Stand by me. All units and officers vicinity of station report to the railroad track area, just north of Elm"
(That's the Grassy Knoll Folks)

CURRY: pg. 30 Radio Log 12:30 P.M.
Go to the Hospital, officers, Parkland Hospital, have them standby. Get men on top of the under pass, see what happened up there, go up to the over pass. Have Parkland stand by. (Grassy knoll again)
SEVERAL WITNESSES & POLICE ENCOUNTERED ARMED CIVILIANS DENYING THEM ACCESS TO THE AREA, UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF SECRET SERVICE CREDENTIALS. (All S.S. Stayed with the motorcade that day.)

(The Commission Never had this report Investigated.)


Also in this book are pictures of 3 tramps who Dallas Police took into custody immediately after the shooting from some boxcars behind the grassy knoll. One of the tramps bears a striking resemblance to E. HOWARD HUNT of later Watergate infamy.

OFFICER J.M. SMITH "I was standing in the middle of Elm Street from the southeast curb of Elm and Houston Streets at the time of the shooting. I heard the shots and thought they were coming from the bushes of the overpass." (CURRY PG. 105)

(That places Officer Smith directly Under the 6th floor window Folks.) Yet he thought the shots came from the Grassy Knoll Area! For that's where he went immediately!

(Volume VI page 296-302)

Dallas motorcycle officer Clyde Haygood: Was just approaching Houston St. when the first shot rang out. During the rest of the shooting sequence the TSBD did Not attract his attention although it was directly in front of him. He rode right past the TSBD to where everyone else's attention was drawn, THE GRASSY KNOLL.

Haygood stated he was "riding directly behind officer Marion Baker." Behind the picket fence he encountered a man he presumed was a "RAILROAD DETECTIVE". (Why did he think that?) Later, at the triple overpass an UNIDENTIFIED man informed him that the shots came from the TSBD, so that's where he went next. (Doesn't it give you a BIG sense of security to know that Dallas's finest covers EVERYTHING?)

THE TRIPLE OVERPASS AND THE TSBD ARE AT OPPOSITE ENDS OF A THREE ACRE PLOT KNOWN AS DEALY PLAZA. (WR pg. 39.)

IS IT POSSIBLE THE COMMISSION DECIDED IN "ADVANCE" OF THEIR INVESTIGATION THAT LEE HARVEY OSWALD ASSASSINATED JFK, WITHOUT BENEFIT OF HELP FROM OTHERS?

In other words they already knew in advance what their final report would say. The only challenge they faced was carefully
selecting ONLY the testimony which would support their pre-conceived conclusions. (In some cases "Altering Testimony."

WHAT DID THE COMMISSION NEGLECT TO PRINT? 
(see my video and ????? BOOKS)

A MEMO FROM DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL NICHOLAS KATZENBACK 
TO BILL MOYERS. (DATED NOV. 25, 1963) BEFORE ANY INVESTIGATION!

"The public must be satisfied that Oswald was the assassin; 
that he did not have confederates who are still at large; 
and that the evidence was such that he would have been convicted 
at trial ."

" Speculation about Oswald's motivation ought to be cut off..."

"It is important that all of the facts surrounding President 
Kennedy's Assassination be made public in a way which will 
satisfy people in the United States and abroad that all the 
facts have been told and that a statement to this effect be 
made now."  
(BEFORE ANY INVESTIGATION EVEN STARTED?)

SHOULD THE COMMISSION HAVE MAYBE PRINTED THIS NEXT ONE?

DEAR MR. HUNT.
I WOULD LIKE INFORMATION_ (handwritten) 
CONCERNING (sic) MY POSITION.
I AM ASKING ONLY FOR INFORMATION.
I AM SUGGESTING THAT WE DISCUSS THE 
MATTER FULLY BEFORE ANY STEPS ARE 
TAKEN BY ME OR ANYONE ELSE.

THANK YOU

LEE HARVEY OSWALD (signed)

Should the Commission have tried to determine if Mr. Hunt was 
H.L. Hunt or, E.Howard Hunt? (of later watergate fame) and in 
Charge of CIA Stations in the Southwest and Mexico in 1963?

Years later we find out that Dallas FBI Agent James Hosty, 
assigned to cover Oswald) flushed a letter written to Hosty 
by Oswald down the toilet as soon as Oswald was killed.

The FBI secretary revealed the letter contained Oswald's threat to 
"blow up the Police Station & FBI headquarters" in early Nov. '63.

If that were true, You can BET THE FARM that they would have kept 
it as EVIDENCE AGAINST Oswald.  ORRRRR!

COULD THE LETTER HAVE POSSIBLY BEEN A WARNING OF THE IMPENDING
ASSASSINATION ATTEMPT ON JFK?

THE MOTORCADE RUSHED TO PARKLAND MEMORIAL HOSPITAL. DRs. OBSERVED AN "ENTRANCE" WOUND TO JFK'S THROAT, OVER WHICH DR. PERRY PERFORMED A TRACHEOTOMY. AND AN ENTRANCE WOUND TO JFK'S RIGHT TEMPLE. (Fatal) (CE 387)

The Catholic Priest who administered the Last Rights to JFK had this to say: "He was shot in the RIGHT TEMPLE" (Fr. Oscar Huber)

PARKLAND DRs. DESCRIBED THE HOLE IN THE REAR OF JFK'S HEAD WAS ABOUT THE SIZE OF A SMALL APPLE (symbolic of an EXIT wound) (Entrance wound just below the Adam's apple. Exit wound at the back of the head. (WR page 91 Dr. Perry)

DR. PERRY PERFORMED A TRACHEOTOMY OVER THE EXISTING WOUND IN JFK's THROAT IN AN ATTEMPT TO RESTORE HIS BREATHING.

CONNALY'S CLOTHES WERE TAKEN TO BE CLEANED & PRESSSED. (WR pg. 94) (rendering them USELESS as Evidence)

THE PRESIDENTIAL LIMOSINE WAS IMMEDIATELY SHIPPED BACK TO DETROIT FOR REPAIR AND REFURBISHING. (Reports of a bullet hole in the front windshield.) (see CE --- Volume ---- pg. --)

ALL OF JFK's CLOTHING WAS REMOVED. JFK'S BODY WAS WRAPPED IN SHEETS & PLACED IN AN EXPENSIVE BRONZE CEREMONIAL CASKET.

JFK'S BODY WAS "ILLEGALLY & FORCIBLY" TAKEN AT GUNPOINT FROM TEXAS JURISDICTION BACK TO WASHINGTON, D.C. FOR AUTOPSY AT BETHESDA NAVAL HOSPITAL BY DRs. HUMES, BOSWELL & FINCK (Hospital Administrators) They were career military who were accustomed to doing what they were told to do. (During the course of the autopsy they were given orders on several occasions, Such as NOT to trace the path of a particular wound. (see Best Evidence book & video) (In 1963, Assassination was NOT a Federal Offense.)

THE BODY ARRIVED AT BETHESDA IN A CHEAP GREY SHIPPING CASKET & IT WAS IN A BODY BAG, ZIPPED FROM HEAD TO TOE. (NO SHEETS) THE BETHESDA DRs.FOUND A TRACHEOTOMY INCISION MUCH LARGER THAN THE INCISION MADE BY DR. PERRY IN DALLAS IN ADDITION TO A HOLE IN THE BACK OF THE SKULL 4 TIMES THE HOLE DESCRIBED BY DALLAS DRs. (See Best Evidence by David Lifton Book and Video) also see CE # Volume Dallas also see CE # Volume Bethesda

The ONLY possible explanation for the discrepancies in the wounds on JFK's body between Dallas and Bethesda is that they were ALTERED. As incredible as this may sound it certainly fits with the
FBI report signed by Sibert and O' Neill who attended the autopsy. This FBI report is reproduced on the next page. The most frightening aspect of this situation is the fact that the body of the President was in the SOLE possession of Federal authorities between Dallas & Bethesda. (The Secret Service)

A BULLET ENTRANCE HOLE WAS FOUND IN JFK'S BACK ABOUT 6 IN. DOWN WHICH THEY ACCURATELY MARKED ON THE AUTOPSY FACE SHEET. (XVII pg 45) & IT WAS AT THE LEVEL OF "THE THIRD THORASIC VERTIBRE" (CE #397)

(Also stated on the Official Autopsy.)

Just for the heck of it: Ask your Doctor to put his finger on your back at the location of the third Thorasic Vertibre. Then ask yourself "If a bullet entered at that point on a DOWNWARD trajectory, striking NO bone, if said bullet could possibly exit the front of you're throat at a higher point." (you're Adam's Apple?)

These 2 location id's also match the bullet holes in JFK's jacket 5 3/8 inches below the top of the collar. (WR page 92)

Shirt 5 3/4 inches below the top of the collar. (WR page 92)

When questioned later about the autopsy face sheet showing a bullet hole 6 inches below the shoulders in JFK's back, Commission members said it was done in haste. (CE #397) (Even though it was detailed enough to include an OLD back surgery scar and, cut-downs on JFK's left arm and left ankle for transfusions at Parkland.)

Years later we discovered an autopsy face sheet they chose "not" to print. It was inscribed "Accepted and Approved by me This Date" by JFK's personal Dr. Dr. George Burkley. (which was an exact original of CE #397)

The dr's at Bethesda were not aware of a bullet entrance hole in the President's throat because, at Parkland Dr. Perry performed a tracheotomy over the throat wound. (SS Agents Kellerman & Greer were present at Parkland AND Bethesda. Did they start keeping secrets that early?)

Are you understanding this so far? The official report on the assassination of the President of the United States wants us to believe that "professional" doctors at Parkland missed a bullet hole in the victim's back and "professional" doctors at Bethesda missed a bullet hole in the victim's throat.

The location of the bullet hole in JFK's back is further determined by the official report of 2 FBI agents, James W. Sibert and Francis X. O'Neill, who were present, in the line of duty. (Inquest)

(by E.J.Epstein)

Thier report, dated 11-22-63 states
The President's body was removed from the casket in which it has been transported and was placed on the autopsy table, at which time the complete body was wrapped in a sheet and the head area contained an additional wrapping which was saturated with blood. Following the removal of the wrapping, it was ascertained that the President's clothing had been removed and it was also apparent that a tracheotomy had been performed, AS WELL AS SURGERY TO THE HEAD AREA, NAMELY, IN THE TOP OF THE SKULL.

(Where was this SURGERY performed? It certainly wasn't in Dallas.)

Was the President's body wounds ALTERED between Dallas & D.C?

Same FBI Report, Further on:

"During the latter stages of this autopsy, Dr. Humes located an opening which appeared to be a bullet hole which was BELOW THE SHOULDERS and two inches to the right of the middle line of the spinal column."

"This opening was probed by Dr. Humes with the finger, at which time it was determined that the trajectory of the missile entering at this point had entered at a downward position of 45 to 60 degrees. Further probing determined that the distance travelled by this missile was a short distance inasmuch that the end of the opening could be felt with the finger."

"Inasmuch as no complete bullet of any size could be located in the brain area and likewise no bullet could be located in the back or any other area of the body as determined by total body X-Rays and inspection revealing there was no point of exit, the individuals performing the autopsy were at a loss to explain why they could find no bullets."

THEN WHY DID SIBERT & O'NEILL SIGN A RECEIPT FOR A MISSILE REMOVED FROM THE BODY DURING AUTOPSY? (same FBI report.)

AFTER LEARNING: THAT AT PARKLAND, JFK RECEIVED EXTERNAL CARDIAC MASSAGE AND, A BULLET (Commission Exhibit 399) WAS FOUND ON A STRETCHER, THE SAME FBI REPORT continues.

"Immediately following receipt of this information, this was made available to Dr. Humes who advised that in his opinion this accounted for no bullet being located which had entered the back region and that since external cardiac massage had been performed at Parkland Hospital, it was entirely possible that through such movement the bullet had worked its way back out of the point of entry and had fallen on the stretcher."

I FIND IT INCREDIBLE THAT NOT ONE WORD OF THIS FBI REPORT WAS PRINTED IN THE WARREN REPORT's 888 pgs. NOR ANYWHERE IN THEIR 26 VOLUMES. Because the Commission chose NOT to print this report among others they were free to claim that the recovered bullet (CE #399) was found on Gov. Connally's stretcher instead of JFK's.

You can find this FBI report printed in in it's entirety beginning on page 166 of INQUEST by Edward J. Epstein (Paperback edition by Bantam Press)
In a videotaped interview with retired FBI agent O'Neill now living in Connecticut he states that he doesn't believe that there was a conspiracy. O'Neill also states that he does NOT believe in the single bullet theory. (If ONE bullet didn't wound BOTH JFK AND Connally, there HAD TO be an additional bullet PROVING conspiracy.

FURTHER TESTIMONY ON BACK WOUND:
* * * "I looked at the back of the President. I heard another firecracker noise and saw the shot hit the President [about four inches down from the right shoulder.] A second shot followed IMMEDIATELY, and hit the right rear high of the President's head."

Once you take into account the bullet that hit Connally & the bullet that wounded Tague, it seems that Bennett heard FIVE shots!

VOLUME XVIII page 744 Secret Service Agent Clint Hill describes JFK's back wound thusly: "I observed a wound ABOUT SIX INCHES DOWN from the neckline on the back just to the right of the spinal column." (That's what Hill saw IN THE AUTOPSY ROOM)

Volume XVIII page 742 Agent Hill reports: "As I lay over the top of the back seat I noticed a portion of the President's head on the right rear side was missing and he was bleeding profusely. Part of his brain was gone. I saw part of his skull with hair on it lying in the seat." (Compare this with CE #388 Volume XVI Pg. 984.)

Same page: I jumped onto the left rear step of the Presidential automobile. Mrs. Kennedy shouted, "They've shot his head off;" then turned and raised out of her seat as if she was reaching to her right rear toward the back of the car FOR SOMETHING THAT HAD BLOWN OUT. "... (she was retrieving a piece of JFK's skull that was blown backwards. At Parkland she handed it to Dr. Crenshaw.)
(source; Conspiracy of Silence by Dr. Charles Crenshaw.)

Volume XVIII page 755 Secret Service Agent Paul Landis:
"My immediate thought was that the President could not possibly be alive after being hit like he was. I still was not certain from which direction the second shot came, but my reaction at this time was that the shot came from somewhere towards the front, right-hand side of the road." (There's that Grassy Knoll AGAIN folks)

LET'S REVIEW NOW!
SHOT 1 HITS JFK IN THE THROAT
SHOT 2 HITS JFK IN THE BACK
SHOT 3 HITS JFK IN RIGHT TEMPLE (OR, RIGHT REAR HIGH)
SHOT 4 MISSED (HITS JIM TAGE ON MAIN ST. AT TRIPLE OVERPASS.)
SHOT 5 HITS GOV. CONNALLY (DR. SHAW BELIEVED GOV. CONNALLY WAS HIT BY AT LEAST 2 BULLETS.) VOLUMES IV & VI

SHOT (Witnesses saw a bullet hit the sidewalk.) Curry pg. 59
Also Six Seconds by Josiah Thompson pg. 302 (CD 1546)
SHOT (Witnesses saw a bullet hit Elm street.) WR pg.116, VII 515
SHOT (Witnesses saw a bullet hit a manhole cover on Elm.)
(see Curry pg. 57) & Officer J.W. Foster—WR page 116.
SHOT (Witnesses saw a bullet hit the grass on south side of Elm St. see Chief Curry's book, pg. 46 (FBI agent retrieves bullet or, bullet fragment.) WR 641
SHOT (Witnesses stated that a bullet hit the Stemmons Freeway sign. But, we'll never know because WITHIN DAYS that sign was taken down and disposed of. (With NO official explanation. And, Zapruder frames 207-211 are MISSING.

THERES A BIG DIFFERENCE WHETHER JFK WAS HIT FROM FRONT OR, REAR.
Any shot from the FRONT, proves they caught the WRONG man or, only one of at least TWO Conspirators.
More than 3 shots proves Conspiracy.

MOTORCYCLE OFFICER BOBBY JOE HARGIS' POSITION IN THE MOTORCADE WAS BEHIND, AND ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE LIMOSINE.
HE AND HIS MOTORCYCLE WERE HIT WITH BRAIN TISSUE, BLOOD AND PIECES OF JFK's SKULL. OFFICER HARGIS RACED TO THE GRASSY KNOLL. (VI 295)
(He got off his motorcycle and also raced up the Grassy Knoll.)
(The Grassy Knoll was to His Right Front.) (VI 295)
BUT, Not to worry. The whole event was on the Zapruder Film.
(which is really Evidence)

======DESTRUCTION AND/OR SURPRESSION OF EVIDENCE=======
In order to demonstrate Oswald's willingness to kill, the authorities claimed that Oswald tried to shoot Ret. Gen. Edwin Walker in April of '63. (A Political Right Winger.)
They claim that in Oswald's possessions was a picture of Walker's back yard. In the foreground of the picture in it's original condition is a chevrolet (see Curry pg. 113)
When it was published in the 26 volumes, part of the picture was obliterated, (The area of the registration plate.) (Vol.XVI pg.7)
(By the way, JFK Fired Gen. Walker for Politically Indoctrinating his Troops.)

This proves the destruction of evidence by law enforcement. as the picture was still intact AFTER being confiscated by Dallas Police personnel. And obviously altered BEFORE BEING printed in the WR.
Isn't it interesting that Oswald (Politically motivated) would want to kill 2 people from OPPOSITE ends of the Political Spectrum. Walker, an Extreme Right Winger AND, A Politically Moderate President, John F. Kennedy?

One interesting point is that the Warren Commission tells us that Oswald's ammunition was "copper jacketed."

An FBI report dated 12/9/63 on page 47 refers to "The copper jacket and the lead core of the Q188 bullet (The Walker bullet) were determined to be slightly different in compositions from the copper jackets and lead cores of the Q1 and Q2 bullets." (The assassination bullets.)

However when one reads the ORIGINAL DALLAS Police report dated April 10, 1963, one will discover that the Walker bullet was officially described twice as "OF UNKNOWN CALIBRE, STEEL JACKET, XXIV pg.39-40- It also informs us of witnesses who saw TWO men drive away from the scene after the shooting. The original report informs us of a PRIME suspect named BILL DUFF.

CE#2001 also tells us that FBI agent HOSTIE (phonetic) worked on the Walker shooting case.

The home made paper bag that Oswald allegedly carried the rifle to work in was accidently destroyed by law enforcement.

I wonder if it's because it could NEVER have been proven in a court of law for the following reasons among others?

VII pg. 228 Frazier's description of Oswald carrying the bag with the bottom cupped in his hand and the other end in his armpit.

Frazier described the bag as "about two feet long and 5 to 6 inches wide." He also testified that he used to sell curtain rods.

WR pg. 81 "The rifle is 40.2 inches long and weighs 8 pounds. The MINIMUM length broken down is 34.8 inches, the length of the wooden stock."

The authorities described the rifle as being WELL OILED but, there was never any mention of any oil in the bag by the authorities.

It's beginning to become clearer why the Warren Commission AGAIN chose NOT to challenge the destruction of "evidence."

WHO WAS SO IMPORTANT AND AT GEN. WALKER'S HOUSE THAT NIGHT THAT A FEDERAL AGENCY WOULD ILLEGALLY ALTER EVIDENCE IN A CAPITAL CRIME?

Based on past history I would venture a guess that IF THEY WERE EVER ASKED they would offer an excuse of NATIONAL SECURITY.

Yeah Right! The identity of some Billy Bob meeting with an extreme right winger comes under the heading of National Security. But, the public butchering of the President of The United States is on the BOTTOM of your priority list, if it's on there at all!

Whose car was it? Was it Jack Ruby, J.D.Tippet, Michael Paine, FBI Agent James Hosty, or, was it possibly even E. Howard Hunt?

It wasn't until yrs. later when we found out a list of Oswald's possessions confiscated by Police mentioned a light meter which later turned out to actually be a MINOX Camera.

MINOX Camera is a very tiny, expensive, sophisticated SPY Camera that the CIA supplied their Agents with back in early 60's. (see video tape)
ON NOV. 24, COMMANDER HUMES BURNED HIS ORIGINAL AUTOPSY DRAFT IN THE REC. ROOM OF HIS HOME AND REWROTE IT. AFTER LEARNING THAT OSWALD HAD BEEN KILLED BY JACK RUBY IN THE DALLAS POLICE GARAGE, AMIDST HUNDREDS OF FEDERAL, STATE & LOCAL POLICE PERSONNEL. (Again we have the willfull destruction of evidence and not one of the seven dwarfs sees fit to question it!)

OSWALD HAD TO KILLED! HE NEVER COULD HAVE BEEN CONVICTED IN AN OPEN COURT OF LAW. WHICH WOULD OF LED TO THE PURSUIT OF THE PEOPLE WHO REALLY ASSASSINATED JFK. With Oswald dead, there could be NO trial. (Now, the Auyopsy Report could be changed to fit "The single Bullet Theory" So desperatly Needed to support. "The Lone Assassin Theory" which was VITAL in covering up the CONSPIRACY.

"SINGLE BULLET THEORY"
Shot one Missed!
Shot three hit JFK in the head (fatal)
Shot two HAD TO inflict "ALL OTHER" (7) Non Fatal wounds to JFK & Gov. Connaly OR one more bullet meant "ONE MORE SHOOTER"

The flight of Commission Exhibit #399 (The single bullet) inflicting 7 non-fatal wounds on two men. (Let's count the wounds.)
1 Entered JFK's back. (Striking NO bone, Travelling downward, from right to left)
2 Exit JFK's throat. (Just below the Adam's apple. now travelling upward if it exited at a higher point of exit than the lower point of entrance.)
3 Entered behind Gov. Connaly's right arm pit. (which means that in mid_air it took on a downward trajectory and made a right turn to accomplish this miracle that the Warren Commission attributes to it.)
4 Exit Gov. Connaly's right chest. (Smashing 5th rib)
5 Enter Gov. Connaly's right wrist.
6 Exit Gov. Connaly's right wrist. (Smashing right radius)
7 Entered Gov. Connaly's left thigh. (Penetrating down to the bone)

According to the Commission CE #399 later fell out of Connally's thigh onto his stretcher where it was found. (In pristine condition.)

I find this HIGHLY unlikely because all the Drs. and Nurses at Parkland indicated that Connally's thigh wound was caused by the FRAGMENT of a bullet. (See volume XX pg. 32)

During surgery on Gov. Connaly multiple bullet fragments were extracted. NOWHERE in it's 888pg. report NOR the 26 volumes did the Commission identify the NUMBER of these fragments; the SIZE of these fragements; nor the WEIGHT of these fragments.
The weight of a pristine 6.5 mm bullet is 160-161 grains. the weight of #399 is 158.6 grains. (Law Enforcement scraped a sample off the nose and took another sample from the core at the base of CE #399.) MAXIMUM discrepancy is 2.4 grains.

YOU MAY NOW WANT TO LOOK AT VOLUME XVII ON PAGES 840-841: THAT'S WHERE YOU'LL FIND COMMISSION EXHIBITS 840, 842 & 843. FRAGMENTS TAKEN FROM GOV. CONNALY'S WOUNDS. (If indeed that's ALL of the fragments surgically removed from Connaly.)

SO, IDENTIFYING THE NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS, THE SIZE OF FRAGMENTS AND THE WEIGHT OF FRAGMENTS SURGICALLY REMOVED FROM GOV. CONNALY'S CHEST, WRIST AND THIGH HAVE A MINIMUM OF TWO VALUES:

#1 If the TOTAL weight of ALL the fragments combined exceed a minimum of 2.4 grains, the single bullet theory is TOTALLY MOOT. Because it necessitates at least one additional bullet.

#2 If the TOTAL weight of ALL the fragments combined do NOT total a MINIMUM of 2.4 grains, It still doesn't PROVE the single bullet theory. Based on the following.
  a. The PRISTINE condition of #399. (The metal missing from it's nose was scraped off by law enforcement for forensic purposes.)
  b. The EXACT trajectory & point of ENTRY on JFK.
  c. The TIMING of #399's impacting on JFK & Gov. Connaly.
  d. The FACT that #399 was never tested for blood, tissue or clothing fibres of either victim.
  e. The GIGANTIC task of BELEIVING that all fragments were found AND/OR reported. (Credibility IS the issue folks.)
  f. POST-OPERATIVE x-rays showing bullet fragments that STILL remain in Gov. Connaly AFTER surgery. Weight also unknown.

I strongly suggest that you go to the library for an issue of The Dallas Morning News dated April 21, 1977.

You'll find an article quoting Dr. Shaw stating "Just the wrist wound alone (on Gov. Connaly) would have done MORE damage to a bullet than was done to CE #399.

You'll also find a quote by Audrey Bell (Head nurse at Parkland Memorial Hospital on Nov. 22, 1963. "I handed over to authorities more than 3 bullet fragments just from Gov. Connaly's wrist wound alone."

You'll also find a quote by Texas State Highway Patrolman Charles W. Harbison. (assigned to guard Gov. Connaly's room) "Turned over to the Secret Service a GROUP OF FRAGMENTS."
Neither Bell nor Harbison were ever asked to give testimony to the Warren Commission. (I told you they were SELECTIVE)

They both however told their stories to investigators for the HSCA. (House Select Committee on Assassinations-1977-79.) Again, neither of them were ever called to testify.

The Warren Commission concluded that CE #399 imbedded itself in Connally's thigh and later fell out on his stretcher at Parkland. The Commission knew that ALL the Drs. at Parkland stated that the wound in Connally's thigh was the result of A BULLET FRAGMENTATION. (See volume XX pg. 32)

REMEMBER FOLKS! ONLY ONE (1) BULLET WENT THROUGH GOV. CONNALLY. AFTER PASSING THROUGH JFK AND THE WARREN COMMISSION CONCLUDED THAT BULLET WAS CE #399. CE #399 HAS NO SUCH LOSS.

WARREN REPORT Page 19.
"Although it is not necessary to any essential findings of the Commission to determine just which shot hit Governor Connally, there is very persuasive evidence from the experts to indicate that the same bullet which pierced the President's throat also caused Governor Connally's wounds." (i.e. NOT NECESSARY?)

(There isn't a court in America that would accept this as EVIDENCE.)
If one bullet DIDN'T wound both victims. ONE more bullet is absolutely NECESSARY!

WARREN REPORT Pg. 541
Autopsy Doctors Humes, Boswell & Finck, Officially describing JFK's non-fatal back wound and throat wound "PRESUMABLY OF ENTRY" _PRESUMABLY OF EXIT." (WR pg. 541.)

THINK ABOUT IT FOLKS! "ONLY 3 SHOTS WERE FIRED." (officially)
1. ONE SHOT HITS JFK's BACK.
2. ONE SHOT HITS CONNALLY (Original Reports.)
3. ONE SHOT HITS JFK's HEAD.

NOW WE NEED A FOURTH BULLET THAT WOUNDED JAMES TEAGUE WHO WAS STANDING ON MAIN ST. AT THE TRIPLE OVERPASS. So, it's not only NECESSARY for their essential findings but, IT'S IMPERATIVE! Not to mention the reports of additional bullets hitting the sidewalk, the grass, the street. and the sign. (4 more bullets)

PRESUMABLY? FORENSIC PATHOLOGY is a combination of TWO (2) Highly sophisticated sciences; Law and Legal Medicine.
The difference between Entry and Exit determines whether the victim was shot from the FRONT or REAR!
The difference between Exit and Entry determines whether the victim was shot from the REAR OR FRONT!

This is accomplished by observing the size of each hole and measuring them. It is further determined by dissecting and tracing the path of the bullet noting in which direction the bullet forced the flesh, tissue and possibly bone. It also determines which direction (front/back) any foreign matter (clothing fibres/hair) may have been carried through the wound which may have been on the bullet itself.

Invariably when bullets strike the human body they tend to flatten out as they traverse the body, pushing forward even more substance (tissue/bone), causing an exit hole which is larger than the hole of entrance.

ARE YOU STARTING TO UNDERSTAND WHY THERE COULD BE NO TRIAL?

CAN YOU IMAGINE THE ENORMITY OF THE SITUATION?
THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES ASSASSINATED ON A PUBLIC STREET!

THE WHOLE WORLD ECHOED THE SAME QUESTION: WHO KILLED JFK?

WAS IT OSWALD alone? (Why did Oswald do it?)
WAS IT OSWALD WITH CO-CONSPIRITORS? (Who)
WAS IT WHITE SUPREMISTS? JFK's Position on Civil Rights?
WAS IT THE RUSSIANS? JFK'S Position on Communism?
WAS IT CASTRO? JFK forces Russian Missiles Out?
WAS IT THE MAFIA? JFK's Open Warfare on the Mafia?
WAS IT HOFFA? JFK's Public War on crooked Unions?
WAS IT THE KKK? JFK's ACTIONS on Civil Rights?
WAS IT BIG OIL? JFK's stand on the 27 1/2% oil depletion allowance?

ALMOST EVERYONE WAS GOING TO START AN INVESTIGATION:
THE SENATE
THE CONGRESS
DALLAS LAW ENFORCEMENT
TEXAS LAW ENFORCEMENT
FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT

Between all of these endeavors we most assuredly would have learned at least SOME of the Answers. (WHO KILLED JFK?)

ON NOV. 29, 1963 PRESIDENT LYNDON B. JOHNSON SUBVERTED THOSE ENDEAVORS BY ISSUING EXECUTIVE ORDER #11130 (Establishing The Warren Commission.) Comprised of:

EARL WARREN: (Chief Justice of the Supreme Court)
Sen. RICHARD RUSSELL
Sen. JOHN SHERMAN COOPER
Rep. HALE BOGGS
Rep. GERALD R. FORD*
JOHN J. McCLOY (Fmr. head of the World Bank)
OR, AS I LIKE TO REFER TO THEM AS "SNOW WHITE & THE SEVEN DWARFS" I can understand and even sympathize with Honorable Men agreeing to issue a false report for the purpose of preventing an earth ending WORLD WAR III. Especially if they were told that (Oswald was a Russian Agent) OR (Oswald was a Cuban Agent) BUT When they found out that they were DUPED, Honorable Men would have spoken out or, they have PROSTITUTED themselves. Indeed they have PROSTITUTED the Institutions which they represent. The Sacred Institutions that represent the very core of the Greatest Country in the History of Mankind.

It has been proffered over the years by Warren Commission apologists that the the Commission intentionally and knowingly issued a false report to prevent World War III. Because Oswald was acting on behalf of Communist Cuba/Communist Russia.

THEN WHY DID PRES. JOHNSON CHANGE JFK'S VEIT NAM POLICY 180 DEGREES BY COMMITTING OVER 1/2 MILLION TROOPS TO VEIT NAM? THIS WAS DONE BY VIRTUE OF "THE GULF OF TONKIN RESOLUTION" WHICH WAS A LIE TO BEGIN WITH. (read Pentagon Papers)

* Rep. GERALD R. FORD Published a book in 1965, about The Assassination. We are forever gratefull for It's First Chapter. For again It's information that was NEVER Printed in the Warren Report. NOR, It's 26 Volumes.

The book's title is "Portrait of the Assassin"

The first chapter deals with a "rumor" that Lee Harvey Oswald was an "Under-cover Agent for the FBI." The trouble is that the rumor had some DETAILS. 1. Oswald's FBI # 179. 2. The FBI paid Oswald $200 a mo.

Because I IMPLORE you to read the following list of books for yourself, I will quote ONLY paragraph 3 on page 22.

"WE HAVE A DIRTY RUMOR THAT IS VERY BAD FOR THE COMMISSION, THE PROBLEM, AND IT IS VERY DAMAGING TO THE AGENCIES THAT ARE INVOLVED IN IT AND IT MUST BE WIPED OUT INSOFAH AS IT IS POSSIBLE TO DO SO BY THIS COMMISSION." (Thank You Gerry)

Thank GOD Gerry wasn't chewing gum the day he wrote that.

IF THE COMMISSION WERE TRULY AN "INVESTIGATIVE" BODY THE WORDS "WIPED OUT" WOULD HAVE READ "INVESTIGATED."

Some Commission members voiced concern over the fact that minutes of this meeting were being taken when Allan Dulles stated: "Don't worry about it. By and large, the American people don't read." (I guess Dulles knew what he was talking about.)
It seems that the Commission was more interested in saving the reputation of a Suspected Federal Agency than in investigating the most Heinous Crime in American History. The Commission choose NOT to print or investigate the Aforementioned "RUMOR".

In 1967 Robert Oswald wrote a book titled "LEE A Portrait of Lee Harvey Oswald by his brother Robert Oswald" (Coward-McCann pub.)

On page 156 Robert Oswald writes: "Despite our complete isolation from all sources of news, I began to realize that there was some difficulty between the Secret Service and the FBI. I heard the agents talking among themselves about this (using their nickname for the FBI agents "the Feebies") and they seemed as puzzled by this development as I was. They knew that they were now carrying out an assignment that would be more logically turned over to the FBI, and they were speculating over the reason for the absence of FBI men at Parkland and at the inn. One agent said, "Maybe the Feebies don't know where we are."

Gradually the reports and rumors from various sources seemed to fit together. As early as Friday night I had heard some speculation about the possibility of a conspiracy behind the assassination of the President, and during my long drive on Friday night I had wondered whether Marina herself might be a part of such a conspiracy. On Saturday and Sunday there were rumors in Dallas that the "CONSPIRACY" MIGHT INVOLVE SOME GOVERNMENT AGENCY. By Sunday night I realized that the agency under greatest suspicion was the FBI." (Thank You Robert)

Other than the attending Physicians, who, other than Jacqueline Kennedy could best describe the wounds on the President?

On Friday, June 5, 1964 the Commission took testimony from Mrs. Kennedy, pertaining to the events of that fateful day. In Volume V Pg. 180 the Commission prints [REFERENCE TO WOUNDS DELETED.] Jackie DID testify that she was looking to her left during the ride down Elm Street. Upon hearing the FIRST shot she turned to her right and saw that the president had been hit. The Numbered Zapruder frames printed in Volume XVIII show that she turned to her RIGHT as early as frame 203-204. You can't see JFK or all of Jackie but you CAN see her pillbox hat has her looking to her right. Just over the top of the sign. (Too soon for a sniper in the sixth floor of the TSBD to see the Limosine.)

Didn't they have room in the 26 Volumes to print Mrs. Kennedy's descriptions of her husband's wounds? OR, Would these reports have been in marked contrast to their Pre-Conceived Conclusions? I strongly suggest that you look in Volume XXII, CE #1281 on Pg. 395. "That's where you'll find the DENTAL CHARTS for JACK RUBY'S MOTHER."
Jack Ruby was NOT accused of Assassinating JFK.
Jack Ruby was accused of killing Oswald.
Jack Ruby was NOT accused of BITING Oswald to death.
AND EVEN IF RUBY WERE—(Accused of BITING Oswald to death)
It was never established that he SHARED MOM’S DENTURES.
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--- THE SUSPECT ---

LEE HARVEY OSWALD
24 YR. OLD EX-MARINE
STUDIED RUSSIAN LANGUAGE while in Marine Corps. (WR page 257)

STATIONED AT 3 TOP SECRET U-2 BASES (WR page 257)
(El Toro, CA./ Subic Bay Philipines/ Atsugi, Japan.)

MEN IN CIVILIAN CLOTHES HAD HIM RELIEVED OF GUARD DUTY.
(VIII page 241-2)

CAUGHT GHONNERHEA "IN THE LINE OF DUTY" (Volume XIX page 605)
(Talk about easy duty!) Could that possibly imply Intelligence?

MILITARY 201 FILE NEVER RELEASED (Was Oswald in Intelligence?)

IRS RECORDS NEVER RELEASED (Would they indicate CIA/FBI payroll?)
Oswald had a SECURITY clearance while in the Marine Corps. We don't
know how high a clearance it was because we don't have access to
his 201 file. But, we know that it was at the very minimum at the
level of SECRET. (VIII pg. 297-8) (XI pg.84-5)

WR Pg. 423
"He sought for himself a place in history—a role as "the great man" who would be recognized as having been in advance of his times." (i.e. THEN WHERE IS HIS CONFESSION?)

EARLY DISCHARGE (hardship---A FALSE claim.)
IMMEDIATELY TRAVELLED TO RUSSIA AND RENOUNCED HIS AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP, SEEKING RUSSIAN CITIZENSHIP. PROMISED TO GIVE RUSSIANS U.S. MARINES RADAR SECRETS. RESIDED IN RUSSIA FROM OCT.'59_JUNE,'62. (WR Pg. 21)

The world had NEVER heard of a U-2 Super Secret Aircraft until May of 1960 when the Russians shot down CIA Employee Francis Gary Powers over Russia. Powers suspected that Oswald had something to do with his getting shot down. (Read Powers' book "OPERATION OVERFLIGHT").

AFTER ATTEMPTING SUICIDE, OSWALD WAS ALLOWED TO STAY IN RUSSIA. HE WAS GIVEN WORK IN A RADIO FACTORY AND A LAVISH APARTMENT. HE MET & MARRIED MARINA, THE NEICE OF A KGB OFFICER

OSWALD WENT ON SEVERAL HUNTING TRIPS WITH A SHOTGUN WHILE IN RUSSIA AND REPORTEDLY NEVER CAUGHT ANYTHING. (If he couldn't hit anything with a shotgun, how could he be so proficient with a rifle?)

AFTER HAVING A BABY GIRL (JUNE) OSWALD WANTED TO RETURN TO THE UNITED STATES.

U.S. STATE DEPT. "LOANED" THE OSWALD'S THE FUNDS TO RETURN TO THE STATES. (WR 770)

UPON THEIR RETURN, OSWALD WAS NEVER CHARGED WITH ANY CRIME NOR, WAS HE EVER DEBRIEVED BY ANY U.S. INTELLIGENCE AGENCY.

Upon the Oswald's return to Dallas, they were embraced by the Russian Community. (Anti-Communist.) Among them was A white Russian couple named George & JEANNE DeMohrenschildt. Who was known to have strong ties to the Intelligence Community. (As far back as World War II/Both Sides!)

The day before DeMohrenschildt was to testify before the HSCA (House Select Committee on Assassinations) he supposedly committed suicide by blowing his own brains out by placing a shotgun in his mouth. (Then how the hell did he reach the trigger?) His widow does NOT believe it was suicide. She also admitted that she AND her husband were both CIA. (see ====slide on newspaper====

Another couple from the Anti-Communist White Russian Community who knew the Oswals was George and Teofil Meller.

Again I repeat, my goal is to get you to read the subject for yourself. On that basis, for the whole story I now refer you to
ON ONE OCCASSION WHEN THE MELLER’S WERE VISITING THE OSWALDS, THEY
GOT VERY ANNOYED WHEN THEY SAW COMMUNIST LITERATURE IN OSWALDS
HOME. SO ANNOYED THAT THEY REPORTED THE INCIDENT TO THE FBI.
THE FBI TOLD THEM THAT "OSWALD WAS ALL RIGHT."

Somewhere in this communique I will make mention that I personnally
consider Harold Weisberg to be "THE DEAN" of all Warren Commission
critics. So I may as well do it right here.
Mr. Weisberg also discloses in White Wash II that the Commission
also had in their possession a Secret Service report stating that
they believed that an "AUTOMATIC WEAPON WAS USED FROM THE TOP OF
T--- KNOLL" or behind Zaprunder. (page 228)

page 202-3 of WW II Mr. Weisberg enlightens the reader to the
fact that Federal Authorities attempted to "CONFISCATE" RADIO AND
TELEVISION TAPES AND FILM OF DALLAS DRS. PRESS CONFERENCES" which
described the victims as being shot from the FRONT. This fact is
also corroberated in Volume III page 377.

OSWALD WORKED FOR SEVERAL EMPLOYERS, SOME OF WHOM
HAD QUESTIONABLE CONNECTIONS. (U.S. INTELLIGENCE?)
The Riley Coffee Company
Stovers-Chiles (Photographic work)

WHILE IN NEW ORLEANS, OSWALD FOUND THE "FAIR PLAY
FOR CUBA COMMITTEE" (Oswald was it’s sole Member)

THE PRINTED MATERIAL OSWALD HANDED OUT URGED CASTRO
SUPPORTERS TO GO TO "544 CAMP ST." NEW ORLEANS.
THIS BLDG. HOUSED AN "ANTI-CASTRO" GROUP HEADED BY
FORMER CHICAGO FBI HEAD GUY BANNISTER ALONG WITH DAVID FERRIE,
JACK RUBY AND REPORTEDLY CLAY SHAW AND, ANTI_CASTRO CUBANS.

OSWALD OFFERED TO HELP CARLOS BRINEGUER (Anti_Castro Leader)
WHEN CARLOS FOUND OSWALD DISTRIBUTING PRO_CASTRO LITERATURE
CARLOS HIT OSWALD. OSWALD WAS THE ONLY ONE ARRESTED.
WHEN HE WAS BOOKED, OSWALD DEMANDED TO SEE AN FBI AGENT.
Before Oswald's request for an FBI agent was carried out, Oswald
was processed by N. O. P.D. Lt. Francis Martello. Among Oswald's
possessions was a slip of paper with the following information on it:
SOCKS 25, SHOES 40-41, HAT 56, SHIRT 37, OVERCOAT 48,
DRAWERS 46 and UNDERSHIRT 48. This was also written in Oswald's
address book exhibited in Volume XVI page 68.

If you put that together with what Oswald wrote on page 45 of his
notebook "Jaggers-Chiles/Stovall/Typography/522 Browder/RI 15501/